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A method of computation to determine the trajectories of large numbers of ions in quadrupole mass
spectrometers has been developed. The computer program produces simulated mass scans with over
105 ions injected into the quadrupole model at each point on the mass scale. The computation
method has been combined with an improved representation of an ion source to predict the behavior
of complete quadrupole systems; the results obtained are shown to reproduce most features of
experimentally observed mass scans. The calculations show that the shape and height of mass peaks
depend strongly on the properties of the ion source. However, ion source properties have a relatively
small effect on the resolution of the mass spectrometer and an alternative to the common method of
presenting the resolution of a quadrupole is proposed. This alternative better indicates the
performance of the instrument as it is less sensitive to effects of the ion source. Results are also
presented which indicate that peak splitting, closely matching experimental observations, can be
produced by small changes in the exit aperture of the quadrupole. ©2000 American Vacuum
Society.@S0734-2101~00!00801-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Applications of quadrupole mass spectrometers ra
from analysis of simple gas mixtures with low resolutio
systems to analysis of complex organic materials using h
resolution devices. A comprehensive review has been g
by Dawson.1 There have been a number of analytical
tempts to predict performance and determine the effec
adjusting various parameters. The first analysis which p
dicted many features of quadrupole behavior was a ma
method;2 computational facilities available when this wa
performed restricted the range of situations examined.

The advent of high speed, large memory personal co
puters allows finite length quadrupole mass spectromete
be simulated without high computation service costs. Bat3

Ma and Taylor,4 and Vooet al.5 showed that some feature
of the behavior of the quadrupole, when operated as a m
filter, could be predicted by tracing the motion of ion
through the filter. These authors suggested that it was s
cient to trace the trajectories of a few hundred ions throu
the quadrupole filter. While this allows some features
quadrupole behavior to be identified we have found t
more detailed prediction of the behavior requires that
trajectories of a much larger number of ions must be exa
ined. This is particularly important for instruments operati
at high resolution and low sensitivity~only a small propor-
tion of ions pass through the filter! and for modern very shor
length quadrupoles.6 The original program of Vooet al.
could not be adapted to handle significantly larger numb
of ions. The computation time to determine each traject
was too long and the large data structures necessary for m
ions could not be created by the compiler.

This article reports results using an entirely new progr

a!Electronic mail: jrgjrg@liv.ac.uk
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written in the C11 language.7 In addition to overcoming the
limitations of the earlier program it includes many addition
features. During development of the new program, it w
found that use of regular intervals in either the time or po
tion of ion entry to the quadrupole sometimes produc
anomalous results. Consequently, the model used to simu
the entry of ions into the filter has been refined to sign
cantly improve the representation of the combined beha
of ion source and quadrupole system. The program produ
results for a simulated mass scan with between 105 and 106

ions traced at every point on the mass scale. A large num
of mass scale points may be selected and the program
operate in an acceptable time for most situations of inter
Computation time varies significantly with the dimensions
the quadrupole and with the operating conditions; for a ty
cal medium resolution system results using 200 000 ion
each of several hundred mass points can be obtained in a
10 h using a personal computer with an Intel Pentium ty
400 megahertz CPU.

Simulation results are presented and compared with
perimental results. They apply for operation when the
mean free path is long compared with the quadrupole dim
sions, generally for pressures below 1024 Torr. It is assumed
that the ion density is low enough to ignore space cha
effects~usually true for operation of a quadrupole filter!.

II. MODEL

A. Ion generation

The revised computer model simulates the generation
ions in a manner that is a better representation of ion g
eration by a hot filament source typically used in residual
analysis.3 Ions are assumed to originate at any point on
circular disk centered on the quadrupole axis and set at r
2370/18 „1…/237/7/$15.00 ©2000 American Vacuum Society
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238 Gibson, Taylor, and Leck: Detailed simulation of mass spectra 238
angles to the axis. The quadrupole field starts immedia
when the ions leave the source. The fields between
source and quadrupole are ignored. Ions are detected if
pass through a circular disk at the exit of the filter, ag
fringe field effects are ignored. The radii of both source a
exit disks may be different and varied freely.

The program generates each ion at a point in the so
disk selected at random with no correlation between
points used for successive ions; all positions are equ
probable, this corresponds to uniform source illuminati
The time of origin in the source is also selected random
that is ions enter the quadrupole at random values of
phase of the radio frequency voltage, the alternating cur
~ac! voltage, used to operate the filter. It is common pract
to describe the quadrupole filter with respect to a set of r
angular Cartesian axes5 with the z axis as the axis of sym
metry parallel to the rods; thex andy axes each intersect th
centers of a pair of opposing rods. When generated, ions
assumed to have the nominal energy set by the applied
celerating voltage in the source and their velocity is assum
to be entirely in thez direction; i.e., the velocity component
vx , vy , andvz are

vx5vy50; vz5S 2eA

m D 1/2

, ~1!

wheree is the ion charge,m its mass, andA the accelerating
voltage.

B. Computation of ion propagation

Ions travel through the filter with constant velocity in th
z direction. This is because the fringe fields have been
nored and all the electric fields experienced by ions are
right angles to thez direction; therefore there is no compo
nent of force to change the velocity in thez direction. At any
time when the magnitude of either thex or y coordinate of an
ion exceeds the filter radius,r 0 , it is rejected. Ions that pas
through an exit aperture form the received signal.

Ions are traced through the filter by determining their m
tion in the hyperbolic field. Their travel is divided into sma
time intervals and their motion over each small time inter
is computed using the local field they experience~the field is
function of time because the applied voltage includes an
component!. The motion is approximated using a fourth o
der Runge–Kutta algorithm. The program was tested by
creasing the time step from a small value to one correspo
ing to about 0.05 of the period of the applied voltage witho
any significant change in the results being observed. E
larger step sizes caused only minor variations in the res

The fourth order Runge–Kutta algorithm is often selec
to solve equations of motion as it is easily applied to sec
order differential equations. The insensitivity to step s
suggests an even less complicated algorithm may be s
ciently accurate to determine ion motion in the mass filter
this is correct, implementation would allow the progra
speed to be further increased.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 18, No. 1, Jan/Feb 2000
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C. Mass scale

A quadrupole filter is operated by simultaneously varyi
the amplitudes of the direct current and ac voltages,U andV
respectively, which are applied to the rods. The actual val
of U andV set the operating point on the instrument’s ma
scale while the resolution is set by choice of the ratio ofU to
V. The instrument is operated to produce a mass scan
varying bothU and V while keeping the ratio ofU to V
constant.

When a quadrupole is constructed, the mass scale is
ally determined by calibrating the instrument using a kno
mixture of gases in the source. For the computer model
scale is defined by assuming that the value of the amplit
of the ac voltage,V, corresponds to the peak of the stabili
diagram.2 The peak occurs whereq50•706 and a
50•23699 using definitions q52eV/mv2r 0

2 and a
5eU/mv2r 0

2; v is the angular frequency of the ac voltag
where f 5v/2p5 the frequency of the ac voltage~all quan-
tities are in System International units!. Defining the mass
scale by assuming that the value ofV corresponds to the pea
of the stability diagram gives

m5S 2e

0•706v2r 0
2D V. ~2!

Values ofm are usually given in atomic mass units~amu!
obtained by multiplying the value in Eq.~2! by 5•9769
31026. For computed results the resolution setting is e
pressed as theU to V ratio which is represented byh; the
linear scale forh is defined such that at the stability diagra
peak corresponds toh51. That is the peak is whena
50•23699; if the mass scale defined as above thenh51
when

U50•1678V5
0•05923v2r 0

2m

e
. ~3!

D. Quadrupole ‘‘size’’

The earlier work4,5 demonstrated that the resolution of
quadrupole primarily depends on the number of cycles of
ac field experienced by ions during the transit through
filter ~that is the time in the filter multiplied by the fre
quency!. This number of cycles is

• proportional to the frequency of the ac field
• proportional to length of the filter
• proportional to velocity of ions in thez direction; from

Eq. ~1! this is proportional to the square root of the accel
ating voltage,A, and inversely proportional to the squa
root of the ion mass,m.

All our results confirm that the behavior depends stron
on the number of cycles. Changing several parameters sim
taneously to obtain results for filters of different physical s
but in which ions to experience the same number of ac fi
cycles produces almost identical results.
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III. RESULTS

A. Simulation of a single mass peak

Figure 1 shows mass peaks obtained experimentally w
a high resolution quadrupole filter. It has length5228.6 mm,
r 055.54 mm,f58 MHz; the ions used are He1 with mass 4
amu, and the ion energy is 2 eV. The ions experience ab
189 cycles of the field when traveling through the filter.
the figure the peaks were produced by making equal
changes in the resolution control setting~corresponds to
equal steps inh for the model!.

Figure 2 shows computed results with equal steps inh.
Amplitudes were computed at equal mass steps of 0•01 amu
with 23105 ions traced at each mass point. The amplitu
scale indicates the percentage of ions that leave the so
and reach the detector. Close examination shows small
tuations, the curves are not perfectly smooth; the fluctuati
are consistent with the statistical variations expected w
the ions are generated at random positions in the source
at times such that entry to the quadrupole is random w
respect to the phase of the ac voltage. There is good ag
ment between the computed and experimental results
resolution over the whole range.

Although they have similar features, the peak shapes
experiment and model are not identical. However, it w
found that minor changes to the model can cause la
changes to peak shape and height. Figure 3 shows a se
set of results for the model, resolution remains almost
same but the peak heights~the amplitude scale is expande
when compared with Fig. 2! and shapes have changed. T
only difference between results in the two calculations is t
different radii were used for the uniformly illuminated io
source; the radius for Fig. 2 is14r 0 and for Fig. 3 it is2

3r 0 .

FIG. 1. Experimental recordings of the He1 mass peak for equal steps in th
setting of the resolution control.
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The ion sources used for both Figs. 2 and 3 will not be
accurate representation of any real ion source. The varia
of peak height and shape with relatively minor changes
the representation of the ion source suggests that a m
elaborate model of the ion source must be devised if a th
retical model is to reliably reproduce experimentally o
served peak heights and shapes.

FIG. 2. He1 mass peak computed with equal steps inh, the resolution.

FIG. 3. He1 mass peak computed as in Fig. 2 but with the ion source rad

increased to
2
3r 0 from

1
4r 0 ~same total ion current!.
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B. Simulation of a spectrum containing several mass
peaks

Figure 4 shows the results produced by the model fo
mass scan when the ion source produces a mixture of se
ions. The results are for a medium resolution instrument w
a length of 127 mm,r 052.768 mm,f 54 MHz and an ion
energy of 2 eV. A total of 500 000 ions were injected in
the quadrupole at each of 1000 different points on the m
scale. The mixture of ions is given in Table I; the table a
indicates the number of ac cycles each type of ion exp
enced and the number of ions of each type transmitted a
respective peak positions. The total run time to produce
figure was about 10 h.

C. Computations of quadrupole resolution

Figure 5 shows results for peak height, given as perc
age of ions transmitted, against peak width for a numbe
quadrupole systems using He1 ions. Peak width is an indi-
cation of quadrupole resolution. The definition of peak wid
is not critical; the one adopted is that the peak width,DM, is
the width at 10% of the peak height. The number of ac cyc
seen by transmitted ions is the primary cause of the dif

FIG. 4. Computed mass spectrum for an ion source producing four type
ion simultaneously.

TABLE I. Data for the computed mass spectrum of Fig. 4.

Ion type
and effective
mass~amu!

ac cycles seen
by ion

Total number of ions
at each mass point

Percentage of ions
transmitted

Ar11 20 116•1 25 000 24•5
N2

1 28 137•3 140 000 24•1
O2

1 32 146•8 35 000 24•6
Ar140 164•1 300 000 24•3
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 18, No. 1, Jan/Feb 2000
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ence between the results and is used to differentiate the
As indicated previously almost identical results are obtain
for different situations~length, frequency, mass, and ener
combinations! which give the same number of cycles.

Figure 5 shows the results for peak width as a function
peak height; this is the form presented previously.3,4 Figures
2 and 3 illustrated that changes in ion source properties m
change both the peak shape and height; however, s
changes do not significantly alter the peak width at 10%
the height. Consequently, graphs of the form of Fig. 5, sho
ing peak height as a function of peak width, change when
source conditions change. However, the ability of the qu
rupole to resolve adjacent mass peaks does not vary sig
cantly with such changes. A better approach is to showh as
a function of peak width; results used for Fig. 5 are shown
this alternative form in Fig. 6~the scale forh is in a reverse
sense for comparison purposes!. This use ofh as a paramete
gives a representation of quadrupole resolution that is
strongly affected by variations in ion source conditions. W
suggest that the relationship between peak width andh
should be used, rather than that between peak width
height, to describe the resolution of a quadrupole.

Generally, as quadrupole resolution improves, the p
width decreases while the peak height decreases. Howe
experimental results1,4,6 show some cases where the wid
stops decreasing as peak height decreases; in some cas
width increases~resolution becomes worse! as the peak
height is further reduced. Comparison of the two forms
presentation of results indicates the cause of this observa
The effect occurs for filters in which ions experience re

of

FIG. 5. Computed peak width,DM , as a function of peak height for quad
rupole filters in which He1 ions experience different numbers of cycles
the ac field.
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tively few cycles of the ac field withh very close toh51•0;
that is near the peak of the stability diagram. The two for
of presentation also indicate that for high resolution filte
~ions experience many cycles in the filter! peak heights be-
come extremely small ash increases towards 1•0!. The high-
est value ofh at which any ions could be transmitted d
creased as the number of cycles increased.

Examination of the detailed results of the analysis fo
wide range of quadrupole systems shows that the decrea
resolution~increasing peak width! at very high resolution is a
function of the exact peak shape. For a system in which
ions experience many cycles of the ac field the peaks ha
relatively flat top; ash is increased from a relatively low
value the shapes of the low and high mass sides of the p
stay almost constant and the width of the relatively flat top
the peak decreases. That is, as the resolution improves
two sides of the peak move together but there is no chang
the shapes of the sides. Close toh51.0 the peak top is no
longer flat and the height reduces rapidly ash increases be-
cause the two sloping sides continue to move together.
exact change in width depends strongly on the precise sh
of the two sides. If the system is such that ions only exp
ence a small number of cycles the peak is never flat topp
even at very low values ofh, and the shape changes in
complicated manner ash increases.

D. Investigation of source effects

One version of the new program includes a trace facil
This allows many details of every ion which reaches

FIG. 6. Computed peak width,DM , values of Fig. 5 as a function of the
quadrupole resolution setting,h.
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detector to be recorded; the record holds starting positio
the source, start time which is equivalent to the phase an
of the ac voltage when the ion enters the filter, and ot
details.

Using this information it is possible to determine the po
of origin in the source for each ion that reaches the detec
This has been performed for many systems with a range
resolution, all produce results leading to similar conclusio
However, illustrations that demonstrate this behavior
most easily understood if the resolution used is not too hi

The system used for the example results presented co
sponds to ions with a mass of four experiencing appro
mately 26 cycles of the ac field, the mass peak obtaine
shown in Fig. 7. Figure 8 shows a sequence of ‘‘contour’’
maps that indicate where the ions transmitted by the fi
originated in the ion source. The maps, marked a to f in F
8, are drawn to correspond to the labeled points in Fig
Ions originate with equal probability at all points in th
source which is represented by the circle. The solid a
inside the circles shows the area of the source from wh
the majority of those ions that reached the detector or
nated. The solid areas were determined by dividing
source into small areas and finding the number of ions
reached the detector for each area. The area with peak in
sity was found for each map and a smoothed contour dra
through those areas whose count number was 20% of
peak value. Contour smoothing is necessary because
number of ions in each source elementary area is relativ
small; statistical fluctuations produce random variations t
are not a function of the system behavior. The contour m
show that on the low mass side of the peak~ions trajectories
are stable in thex direction! ions originate close to thex axis.
On the high mass side~trajectories stable in they direction!
ions originate close to they axis. Results close to the pea
indicate that ions originate with no bias towards proximity
a particular axis in the source plane.

Regardless of point of origin, detailed examination of t

FIG. 7. He1 mass peak computed for a moderate resolution quadrup
labeled points correspond to those used for thecontourmaps of Fig. 8.
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results indicates that ions originating close to the filter a
are more likely to be transmitted than ions originating a
distance from the axis. This greater transmission of io
originating close to the axis was indicated in the earlier
ticle by Voo et al.4 but the directional effects can only b
observed by using a large number of ions spread unifor
over the source.

These results provide an explanation for the results sh
in Figs. 2 and 3. Ions originating close to the filter axis ha
a much higher probability of reaching the detector than io
starting at a distance from the axis. Using uniform sou
illumination and increasing the ion source diameter wh
retaining the same total number of ions~constant ion curren
but varying ion current density! reduces the number of ion
that reach the detector. This is because a larger proportio
the ions originates at a large distance from the axis in the
current density case than in the high current density c
Additionally the bias towards thex or y axis, when not at the
peak, affects the behavior in a complex manner and ca
the peak shape to vary as the source size changes.

E. Effects of the exit aperture

As modifications to the source were found to affect t
performance predicted it was thought that alterations to
exit aperture might also affect the behavior of the filter. F
all results presented so far the only ions rejected were th
considered to strike the rods. This was defined to occur w
the magnitude of either thex or y coordinate of the ion ex-
ceeded the quadrupole radius,r 0 . This is equivalent to the
use of a very large exit aperture or defining the exit apert
to be a square of side 2r 0 ; this is also the method adopted b
other authors.1

FIG. 8. Contour maps indicating the regions of the ion source where io
transmitted by the quadrupole originated.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 18, No. 1, Jan/Feb 2000
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When the exit aperture was changed to a circular one
radiusr 0 there was little effect but as the aperture radius w
reduced structure was observed in the mass peaks. S
structure has been observed in practice; Figure 9 shows
experimental measurements of a mass 20 peak at diffe
resolutions. Structure is clearly seen, features occur at
proximately the same points on the mass scale but, bec
the resolution is different, it is not immediately apparent th
the structural features occur at approximately the same p
tion on the mass scale each time.

An example of structures produced by the compu
model is given in Fig. 10. The model is set to give appro
mately the conditions used for the lower resolution expe
mental results in Fig. 9. The peaks were obtained usin
source radius of14r 0 with the exit apertures increasing from
left to right in the figure. The first peak is for an exit radiu
of 1

2r 0 , the second for23r 0 , and the third unlimited~as earlier
a square of side 2r 0). It appears that the amplitude of th
structure depends on the exit radius.

So far our investigations have not found sufficient cor
lation between changes in specific quadrupole parame

s

FIG. 9. Experimental observations of an Ar11 mass peak at two resolution
settings exhibiting peak splitting.

FIG. 10. Computed mass peaks for Ar11 with the exit radius of the quad-

rupole increasing from left to right;~a!
1
2r 0 , ~b!

2
3r 0 , and ~c! unlimited,

equivalent to a square of side 2r 0 .
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and their effects on peak structure to enable us to pre
which parameters must be altered to produce a partic
experimentally observed structure.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Using the improved model of the quadrupole mass fi
with ion source effects incorporated it has been possible
simulate the behavior of a quadrupole mass filter for a w
range of conditions. The general form of results shows m
areas in which there is excellent agreement between the c
putations and experiment. Many of the effects observed
perimentally are seen and, in most cases, the model prov
indications of which parameters of the instrument must
adjusted to cause specific effects.

With the present model the exact shape and heigh
experimentally obtained mass peaks are not always re
duced. However, it has been shown that relatively sm
changes in the way the ion source and detector are mod
can significantly change peak shape and height. Altho
shape and height change with ion source model the p
width does not vary significantly. Consequently, we ha
suggested that graphs to illustrate quadrupole resolu
~peak width! should be drawn using the parameterh instead
of the peak height.

It is recognized that the present version of the model la
a number of features. It should be relatively simple to
clude a spread in the ion energy. It should also be possib
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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add a spread in the direction in which ions enter the fil
although, as this removes the assumption thatvx5vy50, the
program code will require greater changes to implement t
Further, as these additions add more randomly selected
rameters to the model the number of ions passed through
filter must be increased to avoid large uncertainties in
results.

The effect of the exit radius on the peak structure adds
evidence that the entry and exit conditions strongly influen
quadrupole performance. Similar effects are caused by fri
fields between the rod system and the ion source and
detector. These are known1 to have a significant effect an
efforts are in progress to add these to the model.

As ion source behavior has been shown to strongly in
ence quadrupole operation it is intended to separate the
source simulation and quadrupole filter parts of the simu
tion program. It will then be possible to combine results
separately developed ion source simulation programs w
the quadrupole simulation.
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